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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to Standex-Meder Electronics’ presentation on magnetic mapping and how it can help the reed sensor designer. Essentially magnetic mapping is a tool to allow the designer an inside look when designing a reed sensor into a given application
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Introduction 

Purpose 
 Introduce the concept of magnetic mapping and how it 

helps the reed sensor designer  
 

Objectives 
 Introduce magnetic mapping technology 
 Define the key functions and key terms 
 Define how magnetic mapping can help the Sensor 

designer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We all know we can not see a magnetic field. However, we can see and feel its effects.  By examining the effects from a magnetic field  we are able to present what a given magnetic field looks like using Magnetic mapping technology. We will define all its key functions and key terms. We will investigate how the reed sensors can be better designed using the mapping technology.
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Defining the Reed Sensor 

 The reed sensor is an ideal method of sensing and 
detecting movement.  

 Typically a permanent magnet is the moving  member in 
the magnetic system 

 A hermetically sealed reed switch is generally mounted 
to a PCB or hard wired to an electrical circuit 

 The reed switch senses the physical movement of the 
magnet and the reed contacts will close or open. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To fully understand the concept of magnetic mapping you need to fully understand the basic function of a reed sensor.  The reed sensor is an ideal method of sensing and detecting movement of any kind.  Typically a permanent magnet is mounted to a moving member. This can be a piston, a float, a rotating disk, and many more.  The reed sensor houses a hermetically sealed reed switch that is generally mounted to a printed circuit board (PCB) or hard wired to an electrical circuit.  The reed switch senses the physical movement of the magnet and the reed contacts will close or open depending upon whether the magnet is moving toward the reed sensor or away from it.
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Key Terms 

 When a reed sensor’s contacts close its called the pull-
in or closure point 

 When a reed sensor’s contacts open it’s called the drop-
out  or opening point 

 Reed sensor hysteresis is defined as the ratio of the 
Drop-out/Pull-in 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As described, the key function of a reed sensor is to close and open in the presence of a magnetic field. When a reed sensor’s contacts close that is described as its pull-in or closure point; conversely, when the reed sensor’s contacts open that is said to be its drop-out or opening point.  Reed sensor hysteresis is defined as the ratio of the drop-out/pull-in.
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Key Terms - Hysteresis 

 Understanding Hysteresis in a reed sensor is important 
 Sense points in liquid level sensing can be unstable 

particularly when the liquid level is in a moving vehicle 
 Under this condition with no hysteresis the closure point 

would continue to fluctuate as well as the opening point 
with any small changes in the liquid level 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Understanding hysteresis in a reed sensor is very important particularly in liquid level sensing.  Many level sensing applications are in moving vehicles where fuel, oil, brake fluid, wiper fluid, and more are monitored.  Many of these applications activate a light on the dashboard.  Without any hysteresis in the reed sensor the lights once activated would continue to blink on with every bump in the road and on every turn.
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Key Terms - Hysteresis 

 Reed sensors can be selected for varying degrees of 
hysteresis 

 A typical wide hysteresis would be about 50%. 
 So if the closure point is 1.0 inch (2.54 cm) away from 

the reference point, the drop out point would be 0.5 
inches (1.27 cm). 

 Or Hysteresis = Dropout/Pull-in x (100%) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reed sensors can be selected for varying percentages of hysteresis.  Generally a wide differential, one ideally used in liquid level sensing is about a 50% differential.  For example, in a given application if the closure point is 1.0 inch (2.54 cm) from a given reference point, the drop-out point will be 0.5 inches (1.27 cm).  Or  Hysteresis  = Dropout/Pull-in x (100%) = 0.5/1.0 x (100%) = 50%.
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Key Terms 

 The magnetic fields we will be talking about are 
generally produced by permanent magnets 

 Ferromagnetic materials are those metals that affect the 
flow of magnetic lines of force 

 Ferromagnetic materials are generally iron, steel, nickel, 
and cobalt.  
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The magnetic fields we will be talking about are generally produced by permanent magnets.  And we will be working with ferromagnetic materials.  These materials influence the flow of the magnetic lines of force.  Typically ferromagnetic materials are generally iron, steel, nickel, and cobalt.
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Magnetic Field Mapping 

 Magnetic mapping is the method of incrementally 
measuring the pull-in and drop-out points 

 The movement is carried out in all three dimensions. 
 Software is then used to bridge all the points 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To accomplish and define the magnetic mapping points we will be holding the reed sensor fixed while moving the magnet incrementally and measuring its pull-in and drop-out points.  The incremental measurements must be carried out in all three dimensions. A software program is then used to bridge the entire three dimensional magnetic structure.
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3-D Field Mapping 

 Example using only one magnet and one reed sensor 
 This example has the magnet in a slight vertical offset 

relative to the reed sensor sitting on a PCB 
 The pull-in and drop-out fields are shown 3 

dimensionally 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The best way to understand magnetic mapping and its results is to see it.  The following video shows the magnetic spheres of influence and how the magnet and reed sensor interact. These invisible boundaries are real and can only be attained by gathering the data points through incrementally mapping the boundaries.  The basic boundary points for the pull-in and drop-out fields can clearly show how they are portrayed in three dimensions.
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3-D Field Mapping Example 

 Pull-in and Drop-out fields from a frontal view 

Pull-in field 
Drop-out field 
Magnet 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here the pull-in and drop-out boundaries are shown in a frontal view. With the magnet shown above these lobes, the contacts are open in the sensor below on the PCB.  If the magnet were to move vertically downward and enter  the purple pull-in boundary the contacts will close.  As long as the magnet stays inside the purple boundary the contacts will stay closed. If the magnet is withdrawn moving vertically upwards, the contacts will open once the magnet reaches the end (or top) of the light orange boundary.
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3-D Field Mapping Example 

 Pull-in and Drop-out fields from a frontal view 

Hysteresis 

Pull-in field 
Drop-out field 
Magnet 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As shown the hysteresis is the spatial distance shown between the Pull-in and Drop-out lobes.  This is the physical distance the magnet must travel when going from the on state to the off state.
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3-D Field Mapping Example 

 Pull-in and Drop-out fields from a side view 

Pull-in field 
Drop-out field 
Magnet 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here the pull-in and drop-out boundaries are shown from the side view. With magnet shown above these lobes, the contacts are open in the sensor below on the PCB.  What is immediately obvious is that you can clearly see that the magnet is offset from the reed sensor.  What becomes clear in this case is that the magnet must travel further down to reach the pull-in boundary before the contacts will close. If the designer is looking for the shortest distance to travel, then this is not an ideal design. Either the magnet must be shifted directly over the reed sensor for its vertical movement. Or the reed sensor must be moved on the PCB to be directly under the vertical movement of the magnet.  In either case, the designer will enjoy the shortest possible magnet downward movement to close the contacts. 
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3-D Field Mapping Example 

 Pull-in and Drop-out fields from a side view 

Pull-in field 
Drop-out field 
Magnet 

Hysteresis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As shown the hysteresis is the spatial distance shown between the Pull-in and Drop-out lobes directly under the where the magnet makes its descent.  This, again is the physical distance the magnet must travel when going from the on state to the off state.
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3-D Field Mapping Example 

 Displaying pull-in and drop-out mapping boundaries.   
 Three dimensional viewing is critical to optimize 

parameters  

Pull-in field 
Drop-out field 
Magnet 

Front View Side View 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the previous example, the mapped boundaries for the pull-in and drop-out are clearly shown.  Also, it becomes clear just how important three dimensional viewing is.  As you will note from the frontal view, everything looked fine. However, when we went to the side view it became clear that the misalignment of the magnet and reed sensor would affect the operate and release points of the reed sensor. So you can see from this example, how the three dimensional  pull-in and drop-out boundaries can play an important part for proper design and optimal parameter functioning.   
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Mapping Results 

 In the mapping example if a maximum sensing distance 
is required the design must change 

 If the magnet and reed sensor position can not be 
changed then a  more sensitive reed sensor needs to be 
used 

 Or you will have to use a stronger magnet - usually this 
will add cost 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the simple example we have just looked at important information is immediately gained from the boundary portrayals. Furthermore, if the designer is looking for maximum sensitivity, the designer must change the design.  The end view clearly indicates the lack of sensitivity because the magnet has to travel farther vertically downward.  If the positions of the magnet and reed sensor can not be moved because of design or operating constraints, the sensitivity of the reed sensor can be increased which will in turn, shorten the magnet travel distance to close the contacts.  The other option would be to use a stronger magnet.  This will usually add to the component cost.
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Why Magnetically Map? 

 In Sensor applications it is important to understand the 
exact pull-in and drop-out fields.   

 This information then allows one to properly position the 
magnet and sensor well within appropriate guard bands 
and avoid any tolerance issues. 

 Mapping allows the designer to solidify his design before 
finalizing all design constraints. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the example we have previously presented, it’s obvious where the issues are in the existing design.  Most of the time the design parameters are a lot more complicated. When you begin adding other magnets, sensors and any ferromagnetic materials, the simple lobe boundaries we have mapped are altered dramatically.  The mapping then takes on an entirely new look where boundary definitions may be filled with subtle twists and turns in the pull-in and drop-out boundaries.  So the mapping clearly provides pull-in and drop-out fields. They allow the designer to properly position the magnet/s and reed sensor/s in their ideal positions. Thus providing the designer a solidified design before finalizing all design constraints.
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Summary 

 Adequate operate and deactivate points 
 Operation well within the magnetic envelopes to avoid 

tolerance issues 
 Acceptable hysteresis between the operate and 

deactivate points 
 Sensor and magnet costs optimized 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Magnetically mapping allows the designer to adequately choose the correct operate and deactivate points.  It allows the designer a visual representation that his design is operating well within the magnetic envelopes avoiding any potential issues.  The natural hysteresis of the reed sensor is clearly shown delineating this important zone.  And the reed sensor and magnet costs can then be optimized.
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For more information on our capabilities, and how 
we can partner, solve, and deliver to your needs, 

please visit us at www.standexmeder.com 

PARTNER | SOLVE | DELIVER 
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